1. It is well known and easily seen that every abelian group is an extension of a torsionfree group by a torsion group. K. A. Hirsch has proved in his paper quoted in the references at the end of this note, that the same is true for polycyclic groups (more precisely: since polycyclic torsion groups are finite, polycyclic groups are extensions of torsionfree groups by finite groups). But, of course, in general no such theorem can be expected as may be seen from the following example of a metabelian group G which is not an extension of a torsionfree group by a torsion group.
Example, Let E = LTn--»{0n} where o(an)=p, p a prime. Consider an element g such that g_1a"g = an+i for all w. Then G = E{g} contains the normal subgroup P = C(E) and E is an elementary abelian p-group. Since E = C(E), 1 is the only torsionfree normal subgroup of G. Evidently, G" = 1 and G is neither a torsion group nor torsionfree.
Thus it will be interesting to investigate the intrinsic ideas underlying the Theorem of Hirsch and to find generalizations of it; this is the goal of the present paper.
Notation. C(S) =centralizer
of the subgroup 5 of G in G.
xoy = x-1y~1xy.
A oP=subgroup generated hy aob ior all aEA, bEB.
o(x) = order of the element x. If e is a group-theoretical property, then an e-group is a group with property e. noetherian = each subgroup is finitely generated. hyperabelian = each epimorphic image H^l contains an abelian normal subgroup y* 1. N<G i.e. N is normal in G; N<G i.e. N<G and N^G. 11 = direct product. w-group = a group all of whose elements have order a power of re. 3. If a group G is the extension of a torsionfree group by a torsiongroup, then the same is true for all subgroups of G but not necessarily for all epimorphic images of G. Since all epimorphic images of abelian (polycylic) groups are abelian (polycyclic), each epimorphic image of an abelian (polycyclic) group is the extension of a torsionfree group by a torsion group. Therefore we will begin our discussion with the investigation of those groups G whose epimorphic images are the extension of a torsionfree group by a torsion group and we will prove the equivalence of the following three conditions: (A) Each epimorphic image 77 of G is an extension of a torsionfree group by a torsion group.
(B) (i) If T is a normal torsion subgroup of the epimorphic image 77 of G, then H/C(T) is a torsiongroup.
(ii) If the epimorphic image 77 of G is not a torsiongroup, if 1 is the only torsionfree normal subgroup of 77 and if P is the maximal normal torsion subgroup of 77, then Z(P) = 1^P.
(C) (i) If T is a normal torsion subgroup of the epimorphic image 77 of G, then there exists an epimorphic torsion image 77* of G containing F*<77* such that T*Q^T and H/C(T)^H*/C(T*).
(ii) If A^l is an abelian normal torsion subgroup of the epimorphic image 77 of G and 77/^4 is the extension of a torsionfree group by a torsion group, then 77 is the extension of a torsionfree group by a torsion group, (iii) If the epimorphic image 77 of G is not the extension of a torsionfree group by a torsion group, then 77 is the extension of a torsion group by a torsionfree group.
An inspection of the proof of the equivalence of (A), (B) and (C) will reveal that one can formalize the proof using group-theoretical properties e and t (instead of "torsionfree" and "torsion") which fulfill certain requirements, and then the equivalence of (A), (B) and (C) follows as a special case. Therefore we will discuss this more general situation.
Let e and r be two group-theoretical properties which fulfill the following requirements:
(1) 1 is the only group which is at the same time an e-group and a f-group.
(2) e and r are inherited by subgroups.
(3) r is inherited by factor groups.
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(4) The group generated by normal r-groups is a r-group.
(5) The union of an ascending chain of normal e-groups is an egroup.
(6) Extensions of e-groups resp. r-groups by e-groups resp. r-groups are e-groups resp. r-groups.
Remark. Evidently, e = torsionfree and r = torsion fulfill (l)-(6). For the sake of brevity, H will always denote an epimorphic image of the group G, and an e-r-group is a group which is an extension of an e-group by a r-group. Likewise for a f-e-group. Deny. Hence there exists an epimorphic image H oi G which is not a r-group and 1 is the only normal e-subgroup of H. Let P be the maximal normal r-subgroup of H. By condition (4) P is also a normal ^-subgroup of 77. Thus by (IILb) Z(P) = l^P and l=Pr\C(P)<P<H. By (IILa) H/C(P) is a t-group. By condition (6), 1 is the only normal r-subgroup of 77/P and 77/Pj^l is not a regroup. Hence by (IILb) there exists a normal e-subgroup l^W/P <77/P. Consider Wr\C(P)^WnC(P)/Pf\C(P)^P(Wr\C(P))/P glF/P.
Hence, by condition (2), WC\C(P) is a normal e-subgroup of 77 and since 1 is the only normal e-subgroup of 77, W(~\C(P) = 1. Therefore IF=IF/IFr>iC(P)^IFC(P)/C(P)^77/C(P), where H/C(P) is a r-group. By condition (2), IF is a f-group. Hence by condition (3) W/P is a r-group. Since now W/P is at the same time an e-group and a r-group, by condition (1), W/P = l, a contradiction proving (II). (IV)=»(V). Clear.
(V)=>(I). Deny. Hence there exists an epimorphic image 77 of G which is not an e-r-group. Let T be the maximal normal r-subgroup of H. By condition (4), T is a r-group. Since by (V.b) there exists a normal r-subgroup 5^77 such that 77/5 is an e-group, from S^T and conditions (2) and (3) we obtain S=T, i.e. H/T is an e-group.
If Z(T) = 1 = Tf\C(T), we get C(T)^TC(T)/T<H/T and hence C(T) is a normal e-subgroup of 77. By (V.a), H/C(T) is a f-group and therefore 77 is an e-r-group, a contradiction proving Z(T) =
TC\C(T)^l. Again consider C(T)/Z(T)^TC(T)/T<H/T. Since e fulfills (2), C(T)/Z(T) is a normal e-subgroup of H/Z(T) and (H/Z(T))/(C(T)/Z(T))^H/C(T). Hence, by (V.a), H/C(T) is a r-group and hence H/Z(T) is an e-r-group. Since r fulfills (2), Z(F)^1
is a normal r-subgroup of H. Hence by (V.c), H is an e-r-group, the desired contradiction and so (I) holds.
Lemma 1. // N^G, GoN^Z(G) and Z(G)" = 1 (for some natural number w), then Nn = Z(G) and N is of exponent n2.
Proof. Let xEN and gEG. From xogG iVoG = Z(G) and Z(G)n = 1
we deduce 1 =(xog)n = xnog, i.e. A^" = C(g). Thus Ar"2 = Z(G)" = 1. Remark. For the sake of simplicity we have assumed in Theorem 2 that G is hyperabelian.
Scrutinizing the proof we see that "hyperabelian" can be replaced by "If 1 is the only normal torsion subgroup of the epimorphic image 77 of G, then there exists an abelian normal subgroup A 7^1 of 77".
Finally we prove Theorem 4. If G is a hypercentral group whose epimorphic images 77 induce torsion groups of automorphisms in their normal torsion subgroups and if abelian normal torsion subgroups of 77 have finite exponent, then G is isomorphic to a subgroup of a direct product of a hypercentral torsion group T* and a hypercentral torsionfree group F*.
Proof. By Theorem 2 there exists a torsionfree normal subgroup F with hypercentral torsion factorgroup T* -G/F. By Baer [l, Theorem 1, p. 193] the torsion elements of G form a characteristic subgroup TAG. Hence F* = G/T is torsionfree and hypercentral.
Consider the direct product T*®F* and the mapping g->(gT*, gF*) ET*®F* for gEG. Evidently, this mapping is an injection of G into T*®F*.
Since noetherian nilpotent groups fulfill the conditions of Theorem 4, we obtain Theorem 5 (K. A. Hirsch). Noetherian nilpotent groups are isomorphic to a subgroup of a direct product of a finite nilpotent group with a torsionfree noetherian nilpotent group.
